
Authentic Appreciation 
in the Workplace



Objectives

 Understand how to demonstrate authentic appreciation

 Identify your “appreciation style”

 Identify specific actions associated with each “appreciation style”



What is the difference between 
recognition and appreciation?

Recognition:
 Emphasis on performance

 Generally focuses on financial rewards

 Done occasionally

 Impersonal (one size fits all)

 Top-down policy

Core Conditions of Appreciation:
 To communicate and affirm value 

 Communicated through “language” 
and actions important to the recipient 

 Must be communicated regularly 

 Is personal and individualized

 Multi-directional

Chapman, G., & White, P. (2011). The 5 Languages of Appreciation in the Workplace.



What is the difference between 
recognition and appreciation?

Recognition 
programs miss half of 

your staff.

American Psychological Association (2014). 2014 Work and well-Being Survey. 



Why is appreciation in the workplace 
important?

A 2017 survey from Robert Half International highlighted the following factors as critical 
for workplace happiness:

1. Right fit for the job & company

2. A sense of empowerment

3. Feeling Appreciation
4. Interesting & meaningful work

5. A sense of fairness 

6. Positive workplace relationships

Robert Half International (2017). It’s time we all work happy: The secrets of the happiest companies and employees.



Why is appreciation in the workplace 
important?

Bad things can happen when people don’t feel 
appreciated:

1. Higher rates of tardiness

2. Absenteeism/presenteeism

3. Turnover

4. Increased internal conflict and stress among 
team members

White, P. (2012). Appreciating your staff makes business sense. Crown Ministries. 
Cioca, I.A. (2019). Better engagement means better performance – or does it? ScienceforWork.



Making it personal

When you feel discouraged at work what can others do to encourage you?



5 languages of appreciation in the 
workplace

Chapman, G., & White, P. (2011). The 5 Languages of Appreciation in the Workplace.

Key Highlights:
 Not everyone feels 

appreciated in the same way

 We tend to give appreciation 
in the manner we prefer to 
receive it

 Should be individualized and 
personalized



5 languages of appreciation in the 
workplace

Chapman, G., & White, P. (2011). The 5 Languages of Appreciation in the Workplace.

1. Primary language
 The way in which you feel MOST appreciated

 Preference is stable overtime

2. Secondary language
 Preference may shift temporarily due to life 

circumstances 

3. Least valued language
 Language least, if not at all, important to you



Discovering someone’s language of 
appreciation

Informal ways of discovering someone’s language of 
appreciation:

1. Observe their behavior
 What do they do for others and what 

do they request of others

2. Listen to their complaints 
 A person’s primary language of 

appreciation is often the language in 
which they are most easily offended!



Discovering someone’s language of 
appreciation

Words of Affirmation 
 Emphasis on words to 

communicate a positive 
message to another 
person.

Quality Time
 Focus on personal 

undivided attention.

Acts of Service
 Expresses sincere desire to 

help. Don’t tell me show me!

Tangible Gifts
 Uses giving as a form of 

appreciation.



Discovering someone’s language of 
appreciation

Appropriate Physical Touch
 When used appropriately can be used 

to demonstrate a sense of trust, 
connectedness, affirmation, and caring.

 High fives, fist bumps, handshakes
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What are some specific actions 
related to each language?

 Keep in mind each language of 
appreciation has various 
dialects 

 Gender and cultural differences 
can be seen in the specific 
actions



Obstacles to implementing this 
framework

 Lack of buy-in 

 No time (too busy or overwhelmed)

 Remote work

 Perception of inauthenticity

 Appreciating those you don’t like



Obstacles: Lack of buy-in

 Not everyone will be excited about having to show appreciation at work

 Some ideas to address this obstacle:
 Give a compelling reason for implementation

 Scatter some resources in their path over time (articles, etc.)

 Start modeling appreciation to others

 Gather a few interested colleagues and begin to apply the framework

White, P. (2017). The Vibrant Workplace: Overcoming the Obstacles to Building a Culture of Appreciation.



Obstacles: No time 

 We are constantly asked to do more with less and applying 
this framework will require some effort

 If it’s important to you, make time
 Prioritize

 Focus on small steps 

 Incorporate into what you already do

 Remember appreciation is multi-directional

White, P. (2017). The Vibrant Workplace: Overcoming the Obstacles to Building a Culture of Appreciation.



Obstacles: Remote Work

 How can we demonstrate authentic appreciation when we don’t interact 
with our colleagues how we use to?

 Words of Appreciation
 Send encouraging email or demonstrate appreciation during staff 

meeting

 Acts of Service
 Agree to schedule a meeting or call when it is convenient for them.

White, P. (2016, Apr. 8). How to show appreciation while managing remote workers.



Obstacles: Remote Work, con’d

 Gifts
 Encourage them to take time off, even if it’s busy.

 Find out what their favorite coffee shop near them is and get them a gift card.

 Quality Time
 Schedule an occasional call just to chat.

 Talk about non-worked related topics at start of meeting. 

White, P. (2016, Apr. 8). How to show appreciation while managing remote workers.



Obstacles: Perception of 
inauthenticity

 Behavior is inconsistent with prior ways 
of relating to colleagues

 Tone of voice/facial expressions don’t 
match actions

 Person relates in front of others 
differently than in private

 Past relational conflict hasn’t been 
addressed

White, P. (2015).  Improving staff morale through authentic appreciation. ATD



Obstacles: Appreciating those you 
don’t “appreciate"

 Reasons some colleagues are hard to appreciate:
 Chronically negative

 Arrogant and self absorbed

 Inflexible and not collaborative

 Poor work ethic or performance

 Dismissive of appreciation given

 Disrespectful attitudes towards others

 Not being reciprocal in showing appreciation

White, P. (2017). The Vibrant Workplace: Overcoming the Obstacles to Building a Culture of Appreciation.



Overcoming obstacles

 When it comes to perceived inauthencity and/or appreciating those you don’t 
appreciate.

 Don’t try to fake it! 
 The key is valuing the person is some way (doesn’t have to be work related)

 Get to know your colleagues, staff, or volunteers

White, P. (2017). The Vibrant Workplace: Overcoming the Obstacles to Building a Culture of Appreciation.



Additional Resources

www.appreciationatwork.com
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